The Academy’s Inclusion Policy is driven by the commitment to ensure
that all children can access all aspects of Academy life, regardless of
academic, physical or other ability or disability, or the ability to pay for
activities. Where special provision is required to ensure this equal level
of access, the Academy will do all that it can to secure such provision,
including provision for children of exceptional gift and talent.
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It is our heartfelt desire to see all of our
students and staff display these seven core
value qualities in every aspect of life.

Integrity

We can be trusted to be honest and truthful, to say what
we mean and to do what we say.

Honourable purpose

Accountability

Humility

Courage

We aim to be positive in everything, doing what is good
and aiming to benefit others as well as ourselves.
We seek to do our personal best without bragging and
to encourage others to achieve their best without being
critical or jealous of their efforts.

Compassion

We care for those who are in difficulty and who are
hurting, recognising that the world does not exist for
us alone.

CORE VALUES

We recognise that having the freedom to express
ourselves means that we must also accept responsibility
for our words, thoughts and actions.
We aim to do what is right, whatever the cost; we stand
up for the weak, whatever the danger; we face our fears
and find ways of defeating them.

Determination

We know that hard work and the refusal to give up are
essential if we are to achieve anything worthwhile.

WELCOME

to The King’s Academy
Mr David Dawes,
Principal

Dear Parents,
Welcome to The King’s Academy, a local
school that has won national recognition
and praise for the quality of its teaching
and learning, the raising of standards and
the unwavering commitment of staff
towards supporting local families.
I hope that by the end of this prospectus
you will have a clear picture of The King’s
Academy – our ethos and values, our
expectations and, above all, our efforts
to inspire, motivate and support your
child to achieve their very best in an all
aspects of their education.
Since opening in 2003, we have achieved
many things including:
•

Taking our place among the top 10%
of schools in England for adding
value to children’s education;

•

Receiving a “good with a number
of outstanding features” judgement
from Ofsted;

•

Becoming the “most improved”
school in the North East and receiving
national awards for continued and
sustained improvement over several
years;

•

Quadrupling students’ success at
GCSE;

•

Improving attendance, engagement,
discipline and work ethic among
students whose personal development
is “outstanding”;

•

Raising aspirations among students
and supporting many to secure
places at the UK’s top universities.

All of these achievements have contributed
to The King’s enjoying an excellent
reputation within the local community and,
consequently, a growing number of families
are applying for their children to join us.
The significant steps we have taken
cannot be made without inspirational
teachers, dedicated support staff and
strong leadership. Alongside that we
rely upon parents becoming involved
and working with us as we provide a high
quality education for young people.

and, of course, to visit the Academy.
Whatever your question, we are happy
to be asked.
We look forward to welcoming your
family to The King’s Academy.
Mr David Dawes
Principal

We have high expectations of our
students and encourage them to be
motivated, supportive of one another,
to have a positive attitude and to try
their very best. For our part, we value
every child regardless of their ability
or individual circumstances and, from
the age of 11 into young adulthood,
we provide them with a safe, caring and
supportive environment in which to
learn. We want them to be able to look
back on their school days when they are
older with fondness and fulfilment.
Achieving excellence in education was
the vision of our founder sponsor Sir
Peter Vardy. Although Sir Peter is no
longer involved with The King’s Academy,
we continue to live out his vision along
with our sister schools within the
Emmanuel Schools Foundation.
By reading this prospectus you have
taken a first important step towards
ensuring your child has a rewarding,
successful and enjoyable education. To
find out more, I would encourage you
to speak to staff, students and parents
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Leading a growing school such as The
King’s Academy and sustaining and
building on its high levels of success
is a huge responsibility. It relies upon
a passionate and dedicated team
of senior staff with vision who are
driven by a commitment to develop
students academically, physically,
socially and spiritually.

EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP
Mr David Dawes
Principal of The King’s Academy
Mr Dawes moved back to the North East in 2008 to help lead
the opening of one of The King’s Academy’s sister schools,
Bede Academy in Blyth, where he was vice principal
responsible for academic achievement. In the period prior to
joining The King’s Academy, Mr Dawes led the rapid
transformation of a school in Cumbria, as well as helping
students to secure the school’s best ever results.
Originally from Leeds, Mr Dawes went to the University of
Cambridge where he completed a masters’ degree in
engineering. He then attended the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, and was commissioned into the Royal Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers, reaching the rank of Captain and
serving in Germany and Bosnia.
Married with three daughters, Mr Dawes went on to work in
industry, for Walkers Crisps at Peterlee, then the large US
consulting company A T Kearney and, finally, in private equity
with a part of Prudential. After studying education at the
University of London and qualifying as a mathematics teacher,
he worked in two large comprehensive schools in the capital,
becoming an assistant headteacher at JFS School in Harrow
before joining Bede Academy.
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Our teachers share our
passion
for
all-round
educational excellence. They
are driven by the desire to
see young people develop
in all aspects of their lives,
seeking to serve, encourage,
direct, discipline, empower
and inspire.

INSPIRATIONAL TEACHERS

“As a teacher of fashion and textiles I have been
inspired by many designers and artists throughout my
career. Vivienne Westwood once said: “Fashion is very
important. It is life-enhancing and, like anything that
gives pleasure, it is worth doing well.” Teaching students
at The King’s, in a supportive, creative environment,
is a life-enhancing experience for me as it allows
individuality and flair to thrive.”

“Space captures the imagination of people of all
ages and has fascinated me from the age of five. I
hope that I can inspire other students to become
the next generation of scientists and engineers.”
– Mr I Tippey, Head of Physics
(and astronomy enthusiast)

– Mrs C Brownless, Assistant Vice Principal
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We actively encourage your
involvement and seek to
support your guiding role in
your child’s life. As a school,
we have a desire to work with
parents to ensure their child
receives the best possible
education and achieves their
personal best.

SUPPORTIVE PARENTS & FRIENDS
“The revision evening at the Academy was really useful.
As well as having a sociable night, we went away much
better equipped to assist our children with helpful
resources and the ability to understand and talk about
their exam issues.”
– Peter Ford, dad of Adam,16

“The students here have their whole future ahead of
them. With the great opportunities available here at The
King’s Academy they need to go out there, believe in
themselves, and they will succeed at whatever they put
their mind to.”
– Sally Gunnell, Olympic gold medallist
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“The King’s Academy has been a brilliant choice for
Evelyn. We like the discipline and the ethos of the
school in particular. She is involved in athletics, the
school production, music and dance. There is a huge
range of extra curricular activities and students are
encouraged to participate.”
– Dr H Jesuraj

We encourage children to
work hard and, in return, they
are recognised and rewarded
throughout their time with
us. Similarly, we are keen to
have well behaved students
who will work well together,
supporting each other and
enjoying school in a safe and
positive environment.

MOTIVATED STUDENTS
“The King’s Academy really encouraged me and helped to release whatever it was in my own mind that was holding me
back. They saw me as an individual with the ability to achieve, not just the boy from the council estate, and now I want
to help other young people from the North East achieve the same.”
– Stephen Cox, former student now at Cambridge University

“Education at The King’s isn’t just inside the classroom
and this offers a new and very exciting opportunity.
I’ve never done anything like this before. I am scared
of heights too but I’m up for the challenge.”
– Ben Rowden, student,
on taking part in the Tall Ships Challenge

“The King’s is an incredible school, full of opportunities,
and I’ve really enjoyed my time here.”
– Jade Taylor-Cockerill
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The Academy is committed to the
all-round development of your child’s
talents and interests.
The extra-curricular programme is
varied and exciting, challenging and
stretching, allowing children the
chance to gain new experiences or
deepen existing skills outside of the
classroom.

EXPANDING HORIZONS
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A full and broad programme of regular activities on offer to students is
enhanced by special events, opportunities and challenges that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts, crafts and textiles
Business Game
Charity fundraising
Christian Union
Community volunteering
Creative writing
Debating
Duke of Edinburgh Award
Engagement in Middlesbrough
Football Club’s Community
Programme

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fashion Show
Summer Music Festival
School play
Science and the Environment
Student Council
Student Librarian training
Youth Challenge
Young Enterprise

Our popular youth theatre productions have included Oliver!, The Sound of Music,
Pygmalion and Fiddler on the Roof, and, together with an annual arts and music
showcase, provide memorable entertainment for families and a chance for students
to perform.
Students have the chance to take part in foreign study and sporting trips including Paris,
Barcelona and a football tour in Texas. Together with the Academy’s sister schools in the
Emmanuel Schools Foundation, students are selected for annual ‘Lions’ rugby and ‘Pumas’
hockey tours, the Tall Ships Challenge and community work in South Africa.
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DEVELOPING ACADEMICALLY

Each student at The King’s Academy is challenged
to achieve their personal best in all areas of their
lives. Academically we support all students and
set challenging targets. Regular assessment and
encouragement through tutoring help each child to
achieve their very best.
The curriculum at the Academy helps support
students as their studies progress.
Key Stage 3 offers a broad foundation covering
a core curriculum of English, mathematics and
science. Students also follow courses in art, business,
ICT and enterprise, engineering, food, geography,
history, a modern foreign language, PE, performing
arts and religious studies. Extra support is offered to
students in English and reading.
Key Stage 4 gives students the opportunity to
study subjects in greater depth, with a wide range
of academic, vocational and entry level courses
offered. This helps to lay firm foundations for either
further study at college or university, or for training
through apprenticeships. Students are supported
by staff in making choices appropriate to their
interests, talents and future ambitions.
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In each Key Stage, homework
gives students regular practice
in organising their own work
and learning how to work
independently. It also provides
an opportunity for staff to find
out how well students have
understood their classwork and
to track their progress against
their targets.
Work at home is a necessary part of
many examination courses, which
place great emphasis on individual
study and research. As such,
homework and revision are key to a
student’s academic success.
A personal study file is used regularly
by students to make an accurate
record of their homework and is a
useful method of communication
between parents and tutors, both
of whom are expected to sign the
homework pages every week in order
to keep track of progress.
Children are placed in a class with
those of similar ability, which helps
them to reach their academic
potential. There are rewards for
effort and achievement against each
individual’s personal best, as well as
against national targets.
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DEVELOPING PHYSICALLY

A healthy lifestyle is something
we all want and the Academy’s
activities provide a wide range of
opportunities to help young people
establish habits that will set them
up for healthy living during and
beyond their time with us.
Based upon a healthy diet,
supported by excellent restaurant
facilities and promoted through the
food technology curriculum, your
child will also follow a programme
of PE and both competitive and noncompetitive games. After school
sport is part of the core provision
for all year groups and local
Saturday fixtures and sports tours
add to the list of opportunities.
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All of the Academy’s facilities
are state of the art and have
been specially designed to
provide your child with the best
possible school experience.
Sports facilities include:
• Full size sports hall for basketball,
netball, volleyball, badminton and
5-a-side
• Full size floodlit Astroturf for
football and hockey
• Extensive playing fields for football,
rugby, rounders, cricket and athletics
• Multi-use games area, including
five tennis courts
• Dance and aerobics studio
• Fitness gym with a range of
cardio-vascular exercise machines
Safety and security are key elements of a
child’s happiness in school. Our positive
approach to teamwork and respect
for one another is central to our antibullying policy.

image, building positive emotional and
physical relationships and avoiding
substance abuse are delivered at
times appropriate to the age and
understanding of each child.

It is also important for us all to
respect property, possessions and
the community in which we live and
students are expected to show this
respect within and beyond the school
day.

Since opening in 2003, The King’s
Academy has earned an excellent
reputation for its success at town
and community level in a wide range
of sports, including football, rugby,
hockey, netball and athletics.

Finally, in addition to respecting
others, self respect plays a central part
within the Academy. Teaching on self-
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SIXTH FORM

Having a Sixth Form at The
King’s Academy allows
students to continue
their education without
interruption
or
the
upheaval of moving to
another centre of learning.
We also welcome students
who previously went to
other schools to join our
Sixth Form and benefit
from our outstanding
teaching and facilities.

Sixth Form at The King’s strikes a balance between the
structure and support provided by school and the
independence offered to young people in higher education.
We understand the amount of effort and commitment A
levels and other courses demand so we provide the care,
support and guidance students need at this critical stage in
their lives. “Their personal development is outstanding and
equips them very well for the future.” – Ofsted, 2009.
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The Academy offers a wide range
of qualifications to suit students’
needs, interests and aspirations.
This includes BTECs in sport, business,
health and social care, and Applied A
levels in business and ICT alongside
mathematics, English, sciences, modern
foreign languages and other traditional
subjects. As well as independent study,
students benefit from supervised study
time, which allows them to develop and
sustain good work habits and prepares
them well for higher education or the
world of work. Each A level is taught
in six periods a week. Students openly
acknowledge the support they get from
their teachers and appreciate the time
and commitment they invest in them.
Our Sixth Formers are recognised as the
most senior students in the Academy
and their maturity is reflected in certain
privileges they receive. In addition to
the positions of Head Boy and Head

Girl, they are invited to fulfil a number
of responsible roles within Academy
life, including serving as Senior Prefects,
Prefects and House Captains, mentoring
younger students and supporting staff at
public events. They wear a more businesslike uniform that is different from younger
students’ and have the freedom to spend
lunch and breaktimes off site, unlike the
rest of the student body. They will also
benefit from £1.1m worth of investment
in new study and social areas that are
exclusive to Sixth Formers.
At The King’s it is not all work. The
Academy has a strong reputation for
sport, performing arts and visual arts
and Sixth Formers are encouraged to
continue other interests alongside their
academic studies, a balance sought by
employers and universities. They have the
chance to develop leadership skills, to
take part in team-building activities and
to complete charity work in South Africa.
The Wednesday afternoon enrichment

programme offers students the chance
to choose from more than 20 diverse
activities ranging from work placements
and Junior Academy support to rock
climbing and surfing.
We work with, support and encourage
our students to find the future direction
that is right for them as individuals
after their time at the Academy.
Experienced, professional staff help
students to fulfil their potential and to
aspire to the country’s top universities
or towards high quality employers and
career opportunities. Our strong links
with universities and industry support
students’ aspirations and their choices for
the future. Students from The King’s have
achieved places at Oxford, Cambridge
and other top universities around the
country with around 80 per cent of all
our A level students going on to excel at
a university of their choice.
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OUR SPECIALIST SUBJECTS
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including the Young Enterprise Scheme,
Middlesbrough Football Club’s Enterprise
Academy and Make Your Mark to deliver
key business and enterprise messages.
In the annual Business Game, teams of
students compete in a spirit of friendly
rivalry against The King’s sister schools
in the Emmanuel Schools Foundation to
convince an esteemed panel of judges
that their business concept is a winning
idea. The event encourages free thinking,
business planning and consideration
of a range of specialist areas such as
manufacturing, staffing, marketing and
finance.

The King’s Academy is a specialist school which places particular emphasis
upon Business and Enterprise.
Enterprise and associated skills are
promoted through the taught curriculum
primarily in BITE (Business, Information
Technology and Enterprise) with ten
classrooms, each equipped with 28
student PCs, dedicated to the subject.

In addition, students have a number of
other opportunities to develop their
entrepreneurial interests and talents
through a variety of work challenges and
business competitions. The Academy
also works with external agencies,

At the heart of our specialism is a focus
on encouraging students to demonstrate
initiative, to think creatively and
realistically, to gain an understanding of
the business world and to develop a ‘can
do’ attitude to life.
We regularly invite ‘real’ business people
into the Academy to give lectures or to
work with students, helping to further
their learning. We coordinate visits to
a variety of organisations and support
students to arrange valuable work
experience placements.
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DEVELOPING SOCIALLY

Working well with others and enjoying the company of friends
are key elements of growing up. Of course, it is also important to
work with those whom we may not necessarily like, as well as with
our friends. The development of such social skills is central to the
personal development of your child.
Being able to converse and socialise with people from different
age groups is also important, as is the ability to know how to show
respect to those who are older and in positions of authority.
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In addition, it is vital for those in
authority to know how to lead
and direct effectively and not
with an inflated sense of power
or with favouritism. It is also
good to learn how to lead and
speak up for others and how to
be led and to follow others.
As children grow, they need to know
how to share, make friends and stand
up for others; they need to learn when
to put others’ interests before their
own, how and when to say sorry and
mean it and how to make up when they
‘mess up’.
In all of this, of course, staff need to
demonstrate this best behaviour in
their dealings with children, colleagues
and parents to ensure the student can
model his or her behaviour on what
their teachers do and say.
Our House System provides a sociable
environment in which students work
together to achieve a common goal.
Each student is placed in a house and is
encouraged to enjoy the competition,
camaraderie and variety of activities
involved. The house that accrues the
most points in a year wins the House
Cup.
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DEVELOPING SPIRITUALLY

As young people grow, their deepest questions are more often
about matters of right and wrong, personal value and freedom,
the future, the purpose and goals of life, justice and their place
in the world, rather than about reading, writing and arithmetic.
The King’s Academy has a Christian ethos in which faith and
belief are important and where students are encouraged to
think for themselves about life’s biggest questions. Those of all
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faiths and of none are equally welcome, but traditional Christian
views form the starting point for these discussions.
There is a daily act of worship for every student at The King’s
Academy. Its key elements revolve around the reading of the
Bible, the application of the passage to the students’ experience
and a prayer, be it audible or silent.

As places of education, schools
are expected to teach children
how to consider their own
personal views on spirituality
without any pressure to follow
any one religion or join any
particular faith.
Of course, whatever faith we choose,
we are all encouraged to put our beliefs
into practice and to show care for those
around us. The Academy provides many
opportunities for young people to
become involved in charity, community
and other selfless activities, which allow
them to live out their words in action.
We encourage our students to behave
with a strong sense of right and wrong,
to care for those in need, to demonstrate
an understanding of both punishment
and forgiveness and to display an
awareness of self-discipline.
All in all, the Academy believes there
is nothing more important than to give
each student a strong sense of their own
moral and spiritual position.
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INDIVIDUALISED LEARNING

The King’s Academy ethos is to support every child to achieve their
personal best. We achieve this in an atmosphere that has been
described as “happy, calm and purposeful”, allowing all students to
enjoy the challenges and opportunities of school life.
The academy is a specialist centre
for students with hearing and visual
impairments and attracts families from
across the region, as well as having
provision for a higher than average
proportion of students with moderate
or specific learning difficulties and those
with physical disabilities. The title we
give to this provision is Individualised
Learning.
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We place great importance on the full
integration of children with special
needs to ensure every student can fulfil
and even go beyond their potential.
Ofsted has described our inclusion
practices as outstanding and noted that
children with learning difficulties and/or
disabilities make “exceptional progress
and overcome complex barriers to
succeed in their learning”.

Students’ individualised learning needs
are met through specialist teaching
and in-class support, widespread
use of British Sign Language among
students and staff, and ready access to
Braille equipment and resources. We
provide suitable pathways for students
of all abilities and our curriculum is
successfully adapted to meet the many
and complex needs of more vulnerable
students. We do not operate a system
where students with support are
educated separately from their peers,
although they may receive small group
or one-to-one support for specific
reasons
All students with individualised learning
needs are supported and encouraged to
play a full and active part in Academy
life. They belong to tutor groups and
are encouraged to participate in the
full range of extra curricular activities
including inter-house competitions,
playing in bands and taking part in drama
productions.

It is our heartfelt desire to see all of our
students and staff display these seven core
value qualities in every aspect of life.

Integrity

We can be trusted to be honest and truthful, to say what
we mean and to do what we say.

Honourable purpose

Accountability

Humility

Courage

We aim to be positive in everything, doing what is good
and aiming to benefit others as well as ourselves.
We seek to do our personal best without bragging and
to encourage others to achieve their best without being
critical or jealous of their efforts.

Compassion

We care for those who are in difficulty and who are
hurting, recognising that the world does not exist for
us alone.

CORE VALUES

We recognise that having the freedom to express
ourselves means that we must also accept responsibility
for our words, thoughts and actions.
We aim to do what is right, whatever the cost; we stand
up for the weak, whatever the danger; we face our fears
and find ways of defeating them.

Determination

We know that hard work and the refusal to give up are
essential if we are to achieve anything worthwhile.

The Academy’s Inclusion Policy is driven by the commitment to ensure
that all children can access all aspects of Academy life, regardless of
academic, physical or other ability or disability, or the ability to pay for
activities. Where special provision is required to ensure this equal level
of access, the Academy will do all that it can to secure such provision,
including provision for children of exceptional gift and talent.
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